PHYSICS Lab Information
Fall 2009

PHY 210, 211, 212, 213, 241, 242

The Lab Schedule will begin on The week of , 31 Aug 2009 with a General Lab Orientation

SYLLABUS: Go to Blackboard or www.pa.uky.edu/~ellis, Click the Teaching button, click on your course. This link will provide your lab syllabus (Available on 26 Aug 2009) and several helpful appendixes associated with your labs. Read the syllabus carefully prior to the first day of lab, ensure full understanding of your assignments and the expected academic standards for your course.

LAB MANUALS will be available at “Johnny Print” 547 South Limestone (Next to Pizza Hut)
Friday 28 Aug 2009 after Noon.
Each Student Must have their own copy.

CALCULATOR Requirements: In General the TI -84+, 84+Silver offer the best all around solution and are highly recommended. The TI 83 series will also work. The 85,86,89,92 offer some sophisticated subroutines but are not compatible with some the experimental interfaces we will use.

The TURNINGPOINT classroom response system will be used in all lab sections for administering quizzes and obtaining feedback. The Turning Technologies RF transmitter is required for all Labs. Register your transmitter at the Web Site above before Orientation.

Respectfully
S. L. Ellis
Academic Coordinator